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A Timeline of The AncienT 
World

AncienT World And eArly civiliSATionS
60 000 Bc (Bce)–c. 650 Ad (ce)

2
The ancient world: 
c. 60  000 BCE 
to c. 650 CE

2.1 Overview
2.1.1 linkS WiTh our TimeS

You might have seen travel brochures that advertise ‘the 
journey of a lifetime’. This topic is also a journey, it will 
take you through many human lifetimes and we will be 
travelling not just through space but also through time!

We start in the Old Stone Age, beginning when the 
ancestors of every modern human being on our entire 
planet lived in Africa. We will follow the pathway of people 
who walked out of Africa, probably less than 100  000 years 
ago. The descendants of this group would gradually 
spread to populate every inhabitable corner of the Earth.

Our next big stop begins around 11  000 years ago, 
when people in the Middle East became the fi rst to 
change to a new way of life based on farming. Gradually, 
farming spread to many places, enabling people to live in 
settled communities and to build great monuments like 
Stonehenge (pictured) between 3000 and 2000 BCE.

We will follow the human journey, looking briefl y 
at great ancient civilisations. Along the way, we will 
encounter some amazing discoveries that have helped 
us to imagine the world in ancient times.

Big QueSTionS
As you work through this topic look for information that will 
help you to answer these questions:
1 To what places did Old Stone Age people migrate when 

they moved out of Africa?
2 What can we know of the ways that Old Stone Age 

people lived?
3 How did the rise of agriculture change people’s lives?
4 Where did civilisations emerge in ancient times?
5 In what ways did civilisation change human societies?
6 What are some of the discoveries and mysteries that indicate 

what we know and do not know about these times?

STArTer QueSTionS
1 Approximately how long have human beings lived on Earth?
2 What things do you already know about the Old Stone Age?
3 If people had never invented farming, how different do you 

think the world would be today?
4 What do you think ‘civilisation’ means?

c. 30 000–10 000
Humans colonise the 

Americas. 

c. 40 000
Humans begin to spread 
through Europe. 

c. 33 000
Humans move into Tasmania 
when sea levels are low.

c. 20 000 
The last Ice Age reaches its peak.

c. 21 000
The world’s earliest 
ground-edge, grooved axes are 
made in Arnhem Land.

c. 12 000
The Middle Stone Age begins in 
Europe.

c. 36 000
Humans reach 

southern Australia.

c. 8000
The world’s earliest 

returning boomerangs 
are used in

South Australia.

c. 30 000
Homo 

neanderthalensis
(Neanderthal Man) 

becomes extinct.

Early cave paintings 
are created in

France and Spain.

Rock engravings are 
made on 

Cape York Peninsula.

c. 3100 BCE
Egypt becomes a united kingdom.

c. 3500 BCE
Writing is �rst used in 
Sumer, western Asia.

c. 9000 BCE
Herding and farming begin in 
western Asia.

c. 2500 BCE
Minoan civilisation begins on the 
Mediterranean island of Crete.

c. 1200 BCE
Olmec civilisation 
�ourishes in Mexico.
c. 221 BCE
China becomes an empire.

476 CE
The Roman Empire falls.

c. 3000 BCE
 Cities are built and 

the �rst empires rise 
in western Asia.

c. 1400 BCE
Ancient Greek 

civilisation begins.

c. 2500 BCE
 Cities are built on the 

Indian subcontinent.

c. 750 BCE
Rome is founded.

c. 180 CE
The Roman Empire 

reaches its
greatest extent.

625 CE
Islam is established 

in Arabia.
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c. 6000 BCE
Farming begins to spread into 
North Africa, other parts of Asia 
and Europe.

c. 60 000
Humans migrate to New 
Guinea and Australia. 

c. 75 000
Humans spread through Asia.

c. 200 000–130 000
The earliest true 

humans
(Homo sapiens) 

appear in Africa.
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2.2 Examining the evidence 

2.2.1 How do we know about the ancient world?
Our survey of ancient times includes two very diff erent worlds: the prehistoric world, or 
Old Stone Age, and ancient history, when people adopted new ways of life based on farming. 
For Old Stone Age societies we have no evidence from written records because there was 
no writing. So we do not know the name of even a single person who lived in prehistoric 
times. We have almost no evidence from buildings because Old Stone Age people were 
hunter-gatherers, who lived nomadic or semi-nomadic lives and rarely required permanent 
dwellings. Clothes made of animal skins and tools made of wood do not normally survive 
for thousands of years. Also there were far fewer people in Old Stone Age times to leave 
traces behind. Despite these problems, you will realise that there are primary sources, 
including weapons, tools and cave paintings (see Source 1), that can provide us with clues 
to unlock some of the secrets of the Old Stone Age.

In contrast, societies that experienced the Neolithic Revolution left many primary sources. 
Th e growth of towns and cities, the rise of governments, laws and organised religions, the use of 
metals and the emergence of arts and crafts left many clues. Archaeologists have unearthed vast 
amounts of evidence that is now displayed in museums around the world (see Source 2). Th ese 
artefacts include brilliantly carved wall panels, pottery, tombs and statues. 

Life in large, organised communities created the need for writing to make records of trade, 
contracts, laws and taxes, but writing soon found other uses. Th e Sumerians were the fi rst to keep 
written records of their stories, legends and poems (see Source 3). Most of what we know about 
their literature comes from copies of their stories which were made by people who conquered 
them and who also wrote on clay tablets. As you study each of the following sources, you can 
begin to imagine the richness of the cultures that arose in the ancient world.

Source 1 An Old Stone Age painting of bison, from Lascaux cave in southern France

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

hunter-gatherers 
people who live by 
hunting animals and 
gathering plants

nomadic moving about 
from place to place
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Source 2 One side of The Standard of Ur. It is a box decorated on all four sides with scenes 
from life in Sumer. It was made in about 2600 BCE and was part of the treasure in a royal tomb 
found in the ancient Sumerian city of Ur. This side is called the ‘war side’ because it shows 
scenes of warfare, in contrast to the peaceful activities depicted on the ‘peace side’.

2.2 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

1 Write a short paragraph explaining three things 
that Source 1 could tell us about Old Stone Age 
people.

2 Look closely at Source 2. The top panel of the 
Standard of Ur shows the Sumerian king with armed 
warriors.
a Describe the scenes in the middle and bottom 

panels.
b What evidence does this source provide for the 

nature of war in ancient Sumer?
3 Read the fi rst six lines of Source 3 and explain in your 

own words the events it describes.
4 In the last thirteen lines of Source 3, the narrator tells 

what happened each time he released a bird. What do 
you think this means?

5 Use the internet or your library to fi nd the story of 
Noah’s Ark. It comes from the Book of Genesis in the 
Old Testament of the Bible. Compare it with Source 3.
a Describe the similarities between these two stories.
b Suggest how we might account for these 

similarities.
6 Write a one-page summary of all that you have 

discovered about ancient societies from just these 
three sources.

All my family and kin I made go aboard the ship.
The beasts of the fi eld, the wild creatures of the fi eld,
All the craftsmen I made go aboard.
.  .  . 

Six days and nights
Blows the fl ood wind, as the south-storm sweeps the land.
When the seventh day arrived,
.  .  . 

The sea grew quiet, the tempest was still, the fl ood ceased
.  .  . 

And all mankind had returned to clay.
When the seventh day arrived,
I sent forth and set free a dove. 
The dove went forth, but came back;
Since no resting-place for it was visible, she turned round.
Then I sent forth and set free a swallow
The swallow went forth, but came back;
Since no resting-place for it was visible, she turned round.
Then I sent forth and set free a raven.
The raven went forth and, seeing that the waters had diminished,
He eats circles, caws, and turns not round. 

Source 3 From The Epic of Gilgamesh, one of the best 
known stories of ancient Sumer. In this story, a man named 
Utnapishtim tells Gilgamesh the story of how he, his family 
and helpers built a great boat to save themselves and pairs of 
animals when their gods decided to fl ood the world. 
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2.3 Out of Africa
2.3.1 The world of the hunter-gatherers
Th e human story begins in Africa. Scientifi c evidence tells us that several diff erent human-like 
species emerged in Africa between about two million and 200  000 years ago. Members of some of 
these species, including Homo sapiens, the species to which all modern humans belong, migrated 
out of Africa. Most of the time period during which modern humans have existed is called the 
Old Stone Age. It was the age of the hunter-gatherers, the time before many people became 
farmers. Th is age ended in the Middle East around 11  000 years ago. Elsewhere, it ended later. In 
some places, including Australia, it ended just a couple of centuries ago.

Imagining the distant past
Imagine living in a world where everything you now take for granted has never existed. You live 
in caves or shelters covered in bark or skins. If you live in a warm climate, you probably need no 
clothes. In a cold climate, your clothes are skins from animals your family has hunted. 

All your food comes from these animals and from roots, seeds, fruits or berries gathered in 
the wild. Your only warmth and light at night comes from fi res you make by scratching fl int or 
rubbing sticks to ignite dry leaves or grass.

Each day a great ball of fi re crosses your sky bringing warmth and light, only to disappear again 
over what you might believe is the edge of the world. You live in fear of large animals that are 
faster and stronger than you and who see you as food. But you have some 
advantages. A thumb opposite the fi ngers on each hand enables you to 
make and use simple tools and weapons. Your brain enables you to learn 
from every experience. And you have language — the ability to make 
sounds that have a shared meaning for the clan with which you will spend 
your life.

The theory of evolution
Less than two centuries ago most people in Christian, Jewish and 
Muslim societies believed that the Earth and all living things were 
only about 6000 years old. Th is belief came from the Bible. It was 
challenged by Charles Darwin in 1859. Darwin presented a scientifi c 
argument using evidence to show that all species evolved from 
other life forms over millions of years. Th is is called the theory of 
evolution. It is supported by evidence from discoveries of fossils by 
palaeontologists, but many people still reject this theory.

Scientists now generally agree that life on Earth began about three billion 
years ago. About six million years ago the line of animals from which modern 
humans are descended split from that of the chimpanzees. Source 1 

illustrates the way in which many scientists believe humans evolved.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

did you knoW?

In 2011, scientists 
used evidence from 
DNA (see 1.6 How 
old is it?) to rewrite 
the story of early 
Homo sapiens’ 
migrations. They 
concluded that 
the ancestors 
of Aboriginal 
Australians most 
likely left Africa and 
the Middle East at 
least 20 000 years 
earlier than the 
ancestors of Asians 
and Europeans.

fl int a very hard 
stone, useful for 
tools and for making 
sparks to start fi res

species a group 
or classifi cation 
of living things

evolve to develop 
and change by 
natural processes

fossils remains of 
plants or animals 
found in rocks

palaeontologist a 
scientist who 
studies fossils

Source 1 How human beings evolved

1  Almost two million years ago 
Homo ergaster, the �rst 
human-like species, appeared in 
Africa. It reached parts of Asia at 
least one million years ago.

1  Almost two million years ago 
Homo ergaster, the �rst 
human-like species, appeared in 
Africa. It reached parts of Asia at 
least one million years ago.

2  About 1.5 million years ago 
Homo erectus evolved from Homo 
ergaster. (Homo erectus later 
became extinct.)

2  About 1.5 million years ago 
Homo erectus evolved from Homo 
ergaster. (Homo erectus later 
became extinct.)

3 About 800 000 years ago Homo 
heidelbergensis descended from 
Homo ergaster.  

3 About 800 000 years ago Homo 
heidelbergensis descended from 
Homo ergaster.  

4  About 250 000 years ago Homo 
neanderthalensis (Neanderthal 
man) descended from Homo 
heidelbergensis. (Neanderthals 
were extinct by 30 000 years ago.)

4  About 250 000 years ago Homo 
neanderthalensis (Neanderthal 
man) descended from Homo 
heidelbergensis. (Neanderthals 
were extinct by 30 000 years ago.)

5  Possibly around 200 000 years 
ago Homo sapiens evolved in 
Africa from Homo erectus or Homo 
heidelbergensis. All modern humans 
belong to this species.

5  Possibly around 200 000 years 
ago Homo sapiens evolved in 
Africa from Homo erectus or Homo 
heidelbergensis. All modern humans 
belong to this species.

Humans migrated into 
northern Europe around 
40 000 BCE.
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2.3.1 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 On what continent did human species emerge?
2 In the Old Stone Age, how did people obtain food, clothing and shelter?
3 Suggest examples of how language could have given humans advantages over other animal 

species.

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

4 Using Source 1, name three species of early humans.

2.3.2 Human migrations
As we now know, there were originally several human species. However, only our species, Homo 
sapiens, survived. Homo sapiens migrated throughout Africa and into Asia, Australia and Europe 
by around 40  000 years ago and later into the Americas. Palaeontologists and archaeologists have 
traced these migrations by studying and dating fossil sites and archaeological sites, and comparing 
the tools and bones of humans and the animals they hunted.

Source 2 A map showing migrations of early humans from Africa to the world

A S I AA S I AA S I A

70 00070 00070 00070 00070 00070 000

By around 75 000 BCE 
humans had spread 
throughout much of Asia.

Humans probably travelled from Africa 
along the southern coast of Arabia 
then along the coast of India between 
130 000 and 75 000 BCE. 

Humans reached the far 
south of South America 
between 15 000 and 
10 500 BCE.

Perhaps as early as 30 000 BCE 
humans crossed the ice-age 
land bridge between Siberia and 
Alaska. A second migration may 
have crossed the land bridge 
between 10 000 and 8500 BCE.

Humans migrated, probably 
using rafts and canoes, from 
South-East Asia to Australia 
between 60 000 and 50 000 BCE.
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Why did people migrate to new lands?
Perhaps people migrated because of pressure on food supplies, but evidence from the science of 
genetics suggests that 40  000 years ago there were only about 200  000 humans in the world. 
Th e cold northern climate could have encouraged groups to migrate south, but this would not 
explain why other humans moved north into icy Siberia around 40  000 years ago.

2.3.2 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 Using the map in Source 2, place the movement of early humans from Africa to each main region 
of the world in chronological order.

2 Working in small groups, make a list of possible reasons for human migration in prehistoric times.

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

3 Due to rising sea levels about 10 000 years ago, routes taken by humans migrating along the 
coasts of Asia are now under water. Explain how this would make it diffi cult for archaeologists to 
trace their movements.

2.3.3 Technologies and peoples
Th e earliest tools were stones that were smashed to create a jagged edge (see Source 3). Over 
many thousands of years, humans improved stone tools by fl aking and grinding them. From 
about 40  000 BCE people were using stone chisels, scrapers, and small spear and arrow tips as 
well as sewing needles and fi sh hooks made of bone. Th ey were also wearing body ornaments and 
using symbols in cave paintings.

How were Old Stone Age societies organised?
If prehistoric societies were similar to surviving hunter-gatherer societies, people probably moved 
around in extended family groups of fewer than fi fty individuals. Men and women would have 
had diff erent roles. Th e older men would have had most authority, but there would have been 
few diff erences in wealth and power. However, this is largely guesswork.

Source 3 A fl int hand axe made around 200  000 years ago in Africa Source 4 The Venus of Willendorf, a stone 
fi gure probably made around 27 000 years ago

genetics study 
of heredity

did you knoW?

Prehistoric people 
made musical 
instruments 
like fl utes from 
hollow bones. 
The earliest were 
found in Africa 
and are believed 
to be around 
45  000 years old.
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What can we tell from their art?
Prehistoric art tells us something about how Old Stone Age people saw their world. There 
is evidence of grinding pigments to make paints in Africa at least 100  000 years ago. 
There are prehistoric art sites on every continent. Prehistoric people in Europe carved small 
sculptures (see Source 4) and made cave paintings from around 40  000 years ago. Most 
importantly, archaeologists believe that people who communicated through art must also 
have communicated through spoken language.

What happened to the Neanderthals?
One of the great puzzles of prehistory is why the Neanderthals died out. We know that 
Neanderthals and some types of Homo erectus lived at the same time as early Homo sapiens. 
But by about 30  000 years ago Homo sapiens were the only surviving humans. 

Did Homo sapiens cause this or did these other species become extinct for other reasons? We 
do not know.

Neanderthals and Homo sapiens had similar-sized brains and used similar tools; both were 
hunter-gatherers and used fire. There is evidence that both cared for sick or injured members 
of their groups and buried their dead. Fossils suggest that Neanderthals were shorter but more 
strongly built than Homo sapiens. Neanderthals also had shorter lives, lived in smaller groups, 
never spread past Europe and western Asia and did not change their tool-making technology as 
much as Homo sapiens. Evidence also suggests that Neanderthals were less nomadic. They occupied 
their sites year-round so they would have had to hunt and gather over a wider area each day.

2.3.3 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 How did humans make their earliest tools?
2 Make a list of tools made by Old Stone Age peoples from about 40 000 BCE.
3 Draw up a table with two columns. 

a In the first column, list the things that Homo sapiens and Neanderthals had in common. 
b In the second column, list the ways in which they were different.
c Discuss in groups which differences might have helped one to survive while the other became 

extinct?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

4 Create a comic strip to show how the tool in Source 3 would have been made and used.
5 Source 4 is believed to represent fertility (ability to produce offspring). Try to think of a reason 

why Old Stone Age people made such figures?

2.3 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

 uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

1 What are we able to know about prehistoric 
societies from fossils, tools and art and from 
the ways of life of hunter-gatherer societies in 
modern times? Refer to SourceS 3 and 4 in 
your answer.

deTermining hiSToricAl SignificAnce

2 Evaluate the significance of Darwin’s theory 
of evolution in changing the way people 
understand their origins.

3 What kind of evidence supports Darwin’s 
theory of evolution and why do you think that 
many people still reject this theory?

2.4 A changing Paleolithic world
2.4.1 The last Ice Age
Today we know that human activities, such as burning coal and oil, are causing global warming. 
This could bring disastrous climate changes, causing the drying up of fertile farming regions and 
flooding of river valleys that are home to tens of millions of people. In Paleolithic times, humans 
had no effect on changes in the Earth’s climate. Changes in climate did, however, have huge 
effects on humans.

extinct died out

Paleolithic of the 
Old Stone Age 
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Th e time we call the Pleistocene Epoch (about 1.8 million to 10  000 BCE) was generally a 
time of extreme cooling and recurring Ice Ages. Th ese periods lasted for tens of thousands of 
years. Such climate changes are caused by small changes in the Earth’s orbit around the sun. 
Th e last Ice Age began around 110  000 BCE and reached its peak (its coldest point) about 
20  000 BCE.

Source 1 During the last Ice Age, there were many differences with present times.

During the last
Ice Age

The northern hemisphere 
was much colder and drier 

than it is now.

The southern continents had 
mostly tropical and 

subtropical climates.

Sea levels were about 100 to 150 metres lower than 
they are now, so Siberia was connected to Alaska and 

Australia was much closer to Asia than at present.

Many species of animals 
were driven to extinction.

Large parts of the northern 
continents were covered by 

glaciers.

The human population was 
small and it was a struggle 

just to survive.

Living in the Ice Age
Humans survived by adapting to climate changes and becoming more intelligent. Th e northern 
hemisphere’s long, cold winters meant fewer plant foods. But humans learned to make better 
weapons and to change their hunting methods to kill large mammals such as mammoths. Th e meat 
of a mammoth could keep for months in the freezing conditions.

2.4.1 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 What and when was the Pleistocene Epoch?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

2 Referring to Source 1 and the information in this section, fi ll in the blanks to complete the 
following sentences.
a In the last Ice Age the Earth was much  and  than today.
b Much of the northern hemisphere was covered by .
c Ice Ages and other natural changes in the Earth’s  were caused by small changes 

in the Earth’s .
d People coped with the Ice Age by becoming more , making better  

and changing  methods.

Pleistocene 
epoch the glacial 
period before the 
Holocene Epoch

ice Ages long periods 
during which glaciers 
covered much of the 
northern hemisphere

mammoth a large 
extinct mammal like 
a modern elephant 
but with larger tusks 
and woolly fur to 
keep it warm UNCORRECTED P

AGE P
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2.4.2 Humans in a changing environment
Surprisingly, even long ago humans had some eff ect on their environment. Th ey burned 
vegetation to create new growth. Th is attracted the plant-eating mammals they hunted. Burning 
and over-hunting may have changed the balance of plants and animals in some areas. Humans 
tamed wolves to become domesticated dogs. As they spread to new places such as Australia, 
Siberia and the Americas, humans found species of animals that had not learned to fear them. 
Such animals became easy prey. Scientists believe that humans drove some large animals, such as 
the mammoth, to extinction (see Source 2).

Source 2 Mammoth and ibex (a type of wild goat). A Paleolithic wall painting from the Rouffi gnac cave, 
Dordogne, France.

An Ice Age village
At a place called Pushkari, in Ukraine, archaeologists discovered the traces of a settlement that 
had been inhabited at the peak of the Ice Age. Th ese provided evidence of how humans survived 
in a world of freezing temperatures and continual drought (see Source 3).

The world warms up
Th e world began warming up from about 18  000 BCE. By 13  000 BCE the ice sheets had started 
melting. Between 12  000 and 8000 BCE the climate fl uctuated wildly. But then the Ice Age was 
over. It was followed by the Holocene Epoch. Th e new epoch brought a milder climate to the 
northern hemisphere, but in some parts of the southern hemisphere, such as Australia, vast areas 
became very hot and dry. Th is global warming created conditions in which humans in a few places 
would move towards the New Stone Age, the age of farming, towns and what we call civilisation. 

holocene epoch the 
past 10  000 years
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.  .  .  fi ve dwellings form a rough 
circle  .  .  . They face south, 
away from the biting icy wind 
and close to  .  .  .  a semi-frozen 
river. The dwellings are igloo-
like but built from mammoth 
bones and hide rather than 
blocks of ice. Each has an 
imposing entrance formed 
by two tusks, up-ended to 
form an arch. The walls use 
massive leg bones as vertical 
supports, between which 
jawbones have been stacked 
chin-down to form a thick 
barrier to the cold and wind. 
Further tusks are used on the 
roof to weigh down hides and 
sods of turf that are supported 
on a framework of bones and 
branches  .  .  . Temperatures can 
fall to minus 30 degrees C and 
there are nine months of it to 
endure.

Source 3 An archaeologist’s 
description of Pushkari as it 
was around 20  000 BCE, from 
Steven Mithen, After the Ice: 
A Global Human History 
20  000–5 000 BC, 2003

Source 4 A modern elephant has smaller tusks than a 
mammoth and no fur.

2.4.2 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 Explain the main differences between the cause of the global warming that took place from about 
20  000 to 10 000 years ago and recent global warming.

2 Draw a cartoon to show how Ice Age people might have hunted and killed mammoths.

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

3 Study SourceS 2 and 3.
a What is unusual about the image of the mammoth in Source 2?
b Can you think of any reasons why prehistoric artists might have drawn it? (There are several 

possible answers.)
c Describe the uses made of mammoth parts in Source 3.
d Make a list of other resources that the people of Pushkari would have obtained from 

mammoths.
4 Use Source 4 and what you have learned about mammoths to draw a sketch of a mammoth 

with labels showing how mammoths were different from modern elephants.

2.4 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

idenTifying conTinuiTy And chAnge

1 Explain what changed and what remained the same in Old Stone Age ways of life during the 
last Ice Age.

deTermining hiSToricAl SignificAnce

2 To establish the historical signifi cance of an event, we ask questions such as: How were people’s 
lives changed? How many people were affected? Using those questions, explain the historical 
signifi cance of the end of the last Ice Age.
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2.5 An amazing journey
2.5.1 Coming to Australia
Indigenous Australians who follow traditional beliefs explain their origins through the stories of 
their creation period. According to some of these stories, their people have been in Australia since 
the beginning of time. Each language group has its stories of spirit ancestors who created all life 
in the distant past. However, scientists argue that all human life originated in Africa. From Africa 
people gradually migrated to the far-fl ung regions of the world, including Australasia. We can 
therefore assume that Indigenous Australians must have travelled here in the distant past.

Th e last Ice Age in the Pleistocene period ended around 10  000 years ago. During the Ice Age 
much of the world’s water was locked up in great ice sheets in the northern hemisphere; this 
meant ocean levels were up to 160 metres lower than they are today. It also meant that islands 
and continents now separated by wide seas were then joined to one another or separated by 
much narrower sea channels. Th e distance by sea between Australia and Asia was much shorter 
than it is now, and Papua New Guinea and Tasmania were joined to the Australian mainland 
(see Source 1).

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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The reason why scientists believe in an overseas origin for Australia’s fi rst people is there is nothing in the 
Australian fauna, past or present, from which humans could have evolved. There are no anthropoid or 
pongid (ape-like) ancestors in Australia from whom they could be independently descended.

Source 2 From Josephine Flood, The Riches of Ancient Australia, 1990

Source 3 A modern artist’s impression of the way the fi rst people may have reached Australia, travelling 
on rafts from South-East Asia around 60  000 years ago

Th e most widely accepted theory is that groups of Aboriginal people migrated from South-East 
Asia to Australia during the Ice Age. Th ey did so by walking across the land and ‘island hopping’ 
across the narrow seas in canoes or rafts.

When did people first come to Australia?
Most archaeologists now believe that the Indigenous peoples arrived in Australia at least 50  000 
and possibly 60  000 years ago. Over many thousands of years they gradually spread throughout 
the land. Traces of human life found in many parts of Australia provide evidence for this 
theory. Th ese traces include:
 • rock shelters in Kakadu National Park in the Northern Territory with evidence of occupation 

for at least 50  000 years
 • stone tools with radiocarbon-dated charcoal between 45  000 and 38  000 years old from 

campsites at Lake Mungo in the Willandra Lakes region of New South Wales.

A mystery
Th is theory does not claim to explain why they came to Australia. Th ere is no evidence that 
would help to explain this. Perhaps it was by accident, although this seems unlikely. Perhaps 
their migration was caused by pressure from other peoples in South-East Asia. Migration could 
have taken place gradually over many generations. What we do know is that people gradually 
occupied the whole Australian continent, including Tasmania, which they reached at least 
33  000 years ago.

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
indigenous migrations to Australia 

fauna animals

anthropoid human-like

did you knoW?

Scientists believe 
that most Aboriginal 
groups lived in 
coastal areas. 
Archaeological 
evidence of their 
lives would have 
been covered over 
when sea levels 
rose around 10  000 
years ago.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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2.5.1 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 What is the difference between sea levels during the last Ice Age and those today?
2 How would the difference in sea levels between the last Ice Age and today have helped to make 

it possible for people to travel from Asia to Australia?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

3 Use the scale in Source 1 to calculate roughly how far Indigenous Australians would have had 
to travel by sea to reach the Australian continent by one or more of the possible routes shown on 
the map.

4 According to Source 2, why do most scientists think that Indigenous Australians must have 
originated outside Australia? 

5 Imagine you are one of the people depicted in Source 3. Describe what you would experience 
on such a journey. 

2.5 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

idenTifying conTinuiTy And chAnge

1 Using information about climate change and sea levels in subtopic 2.4 along with information and 
sources in this subtopic, describe possible reasons why at least 50 000 years ago the ancestors 
of Australia’s Indigenous peoples chose to make such an amazing journey.

AnAlySing cAuSe And effecT

2 Design a mind map to represent the possible reasons you identified in activity 1.

2.6 The Mesolithic Age
2.6.1 When was the Mesolithic Age?
Our next stop as we race through time is a brief one. It is the short period we call the Mesolithic 
Age or Middle Stone Age. It was a stage between the Old Stone Age, when people survived 
entirely by hunting and gathering, and the New Stone Age, when some people developed 
agriculture. It usually marked a step in between these two ways of providing for human needs.

In the area around the eastern shores of the Mediterranean Sea, the beginning of agriculture 
took place even before the end of the last Ice Age. The Fertile Crescent is the name given to the 
area now covered by Israel/Palestine, Lebanon, Jordan, Syria, south-east Turkey and Iraq (see 
the map in 2.7 The New Stone Age). By around 14  000 BCE it had become warmer and wetter. 
Wild barley, wheat and rye grew in this area, and by around 12  000 BCE hunter-gatherers had 
formed permanent villages in places with good supplies of water, plants and animals. Although 
these people were not yet farmers, they were nurturing and harvesting wild plants.

In northern and central Europe, the Mesolithic Age began at the end of the last Ice Age, as 
glaciers melted and the warmer climate produced marshlands with abundant food supplies. 
In Europe, the Mesolithic Age lasted until around 4500 BCE.

2.6.1 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 The Mesolithic Age marked a step between 
what two ways of providing for human needs?

2 What was the Fertile Crescent?
3 What changed in the Fertile Crescent by 

around 12 000 BCE?

2.6.2 How did life change in Mesolithic times?
Mesolithic peoples still hunted and gathered their food but they also developed new skills. 
They made small flint blades called microliths and used them for arrowheads and as cutting 
tools. Mesolithic societies developed pottery and there is evidence that different groups traded 
with each other. There are significant Mesolithic sites in England, Ireland, France, Germany, 
Denmark, Greece, Serbia, Estonia and The Netherlands.

agriculture farming 
and herding animals

fertile crescent  
the area now roughly 
covered by Israel/
Palestine, Lebanon, 
Jordan, Syria,  
south-east Turkey 
and Iraq

marshlands  
low-lying land that 
is usually boggy 
and often flooded

microliths small 
stone artefacts
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Star Carr and Howick — two Mesolithic sites
At Star Carr in northern England, archaeologists uncovered the site of a Mesolithic camp beside 
a lake. Here they found remains of a wooden trackway that crossed the boggy ground between 
the camp and the lake. Evidence 
suggests that the camp was a 
hunting base and that people were 
burning off  the reeds, probably to 
attract animals that fed on the new 
shoots.

At Howick, also in northern 
England, archaeologists have 
excavated the traces of a house and 
found evidence that it was used 
for at least 100 years from about 
7800 BCE. If this was a permanent 
home for hunter-gatherers, it means 
that in some places abundant food 
resources had made it possible for 
people to stop living as nomads and 
to have permanent settlements.

Source 2 An artist’s impression of the Howick Mesolithic house as it might have appeared around 
7800 BCE

2.6.2 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 Name two changes in skills that occurred during Mesolithic times?
2 What discoveries at Star Carr and Howick provide evidence of permanent settlement?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence 

3 Look closely at Source 1. What might such a headdress suggest about beliefs or rituals among 
the people who used it?

4 Source 2 is based on pieces of evidence found at Howick. Explain what made the Howick site 
different from Old Stone Age campsites.

Source 1 A headdress made from the skull and antlers of a 
large deer around 8 000 BCE. It was excavated at Star Carr.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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2.6 PuTTing iT All TogeTher 

idenTifying conTinuiTy And chAnge

1 What do changes in climate and evidence of types of settlements suggest about changing 
lifestyles in the Mesolithic Age?

deTermining hiSToricAl SignificAnce

2 Explain the historical signifi cance of the discoveries of evidence of permanent settlements at Star 
Carr and Howick. 

2.7 The New Stone Age
2.7.1 The Neolithic Revolution
For our next stop, imagine that we have travelled back in time 11  000 years to some villages in 
the Fertile Crescent. Th ere we see sights that changed the world! Th e people of these villages 
had survived by hunting wild animals and gathering plants or seeds along the waterways. In 
much of the world, hunting and gathering would go on for thousands of years, but somewhere 
around 9000 BCE these people began growing wheat and barley and keeping herds of sheep 
and goats.
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Source 1 The Ancient Near East. The Fertile Crescent is shaded. The cities marked on the map existed 
at times between 5000 and 1600 BCE.
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Th is new way of living allowed the people to stay in one place, so they replaced their simple 
shelters with houses made from mud bricks. We call this change the Neolithic Revolution — 
the adoption of farming that marked the beginning of the New Stone Age. Nothing that has 
happened since, from the invention of the wheel to the creation of the internet, could have taken 
place without that huge change.

Th e Neolithic Revolution would lead to the invention of writing, mathematics and money. 
It would trigger many inventions, the use of metals, the building of cities, organised religion 
and systems of government. But it would also end the equality people had known in the Old 
Stone Age and see the rise of kings, empires and wars of conquest.

2.7.1 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 What was the Neolithic Revolution?
2 When and where did agriculture fi rst develop?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence 

3 Look closely as the map in Source 1. Identify the geographical features of the Fertile Crescent 
that allowed farming to emerge around 9000 BCE.

2.7.2 Farming and civilisation
How did people fi rst learn to domesticate animals and grow food crops? Perhaps they 
caught wild animals and realised that they could breed them to have a permanent supply. 
People might have dropped some harvested seeds of wild plants then seen these seeds 
grow where they fell and realised what that could mean (see Source 2).

Agriculture made it possible to produce food supplies in smaller areas than were needed 
by hunter-gatherers. Inventions of tools such as hoes and ploughs and changes such as 
clearing land and digging irrigation ditches improved yields from crops. Most importantly, 
improvements in agriculture meant that not everyone needed to work producing food. Some 
people could specialise in other things, including crafts.

Source 2 A modern artist’s impression of how New Stone Age people may have fi rst learned to 
grow crops

The beginnings of civilisation
Historians disagree on defi nitions of civilisation. It generally means having an organised 
community with farming, towns and a culture that encourages advances in technology. Th e way 
of life based on farming that fi rst appeared in the Middle East is often called the beginning of 
civilisation. Th e fi rst large centre of civilisation was Sumer in modern Iraq. Because two rivers, 
the Tigris and Euphrates, fl ow through Iraq from north to south, the ancient Greeks called 
the area Mesopotamia, meaning ‘between two rivers’. Th e rivers regularly fl ooded the plains, 
leaving behind layers of fertile mud, and this was ideal for growing crops.

neolithic revolution 
the beginning of the 
New Stone Age

did you knoW?

Agriculture had 
many benefi ts 
but it also caused 
environmental 
damage. The soil 
on cleared land 
was more easily 
washed away in 
fl oods. Irrigation 
was essential 
for farming in 
Mesopotamia, 
but scientists 
now believe it 
contributed to the 
collapse of some 
Mesopotamian 
cities as the 
irrigated soils 
were poisoned by 
mineral salts. By 
2300 BCE much 
of the best land 
had already been 
ruined.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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Source 3 A stone plaque from Sumer with an engraved scene showing 
an offering to a king, c. 2600–2350 BCE

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
early river civilisations

2.7.2 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 What were the most important differences between life in the Old and New Stone Ages?
2 According to scientists, how did farming cause environmental damage in Mesopotamia?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

3 Look closely at Source 2.
a Describe the sequence of events that suggests how people might have learned to grow crops.
b Using Source 2 as a model, create your own sequence of sketches to show how people 

might have learned to domesticate sheep and cattle.
4 Study Source 3.

a Describe what is happening in each register (horizontal set of pictures).
b What can you tell from this source about the benefi ts that some gained from the Neolithic 

Revolution?

2.7 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

idenTifying conTinuiTy And chAnge

1 Do you think any of the people shown in Source 3 might have preferred the Old Stone Age way 
of life? If so, which ones and why? If not, why not?

deTermining hiSToricAl SignificAnce

2 The term ‘revolution’ suggests a big change that was of great signifi cance. Explain why the 
beginning of the New Stone Age has been described as a revolution.
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2.8 Cities, laws, government
2.8.1 Growth of towns and trade
Th e Neolithic Revolution marked the beginning of more complex societies as farmwing enabled 
people to settle in larger communities, usually built along rivers. With these developments came 
many other changes.

No longer having to travel long distances in search of food, people could build solid dwellings 
and accumulate belongings such as furniture, containers and ornaments. With permanent shelter 
and more reliable food supplies, more children survived and populations grew. Food surpluses 
enabled some people to do diff erent jobs. People created pottery and invented looms for weaving 
cloth to make clothing. Others learned to work metals — fi rst bronze and later iron. Surpluses 
also increased trade. A town might produce more grain than it needed and exchange it for 
another city’s salt, cloth, precious stones or cooking oil.

Changes accompanying
the rise of agriculture

Growth of towns
and cities

Increased trade

Specialisation of 
work

Population growth

Writing and other 
inventions

Organised religion

Powerful rulers

Written laws

Source 1 Changes accompanying the rise of agriculture

The earliest towns and cities
By about 8000 BCE there was a permanent town at Jericho (in modern Israel). In Anatolia 
(part of modern Turkey), Çatal Hüyük, probably the world’s fi rst city, appears to have had a 
population of at least 5000 from around 6500 to 5800 BCE.

2.8.1 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 What is a food surplus?
2 Explain how food surpluses enabled some people to specialise in jobs that did not involve 

producing food.

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence 

3 Source 1 is a mind map. Mind maps are a way of showing how one thing led to other things. 
In small groups, discuss which of the changes in the mind map you think were most important 
for human progress and why.

2.8.2 Civilisation begins at Sumer
Civilisation soon spread through Mesopotamia, Egypt and beyond. Th e people of Sumer in 
southern Mesopotamia were the fi rst to use writing (see Source 2), probably about 3200 BCE. 
Sumerian inventions and ideas spread through their colonies in Iran and Syria and through trade 
(see Source 3). Th eir ideas were adopted by their neighbours and by their conquerors.

did you knoW?

The greatest 
source of wealth 
in the Middle East 
today is oil. The 
ancient Sumerians 
collected oil in the 
form of bitumen 
that seeped out 
of the ground. 
They used it as 
a fuel and an 
adhesive and for 
waterproofi ng 
houses and boats. 
The Sumerians 
also invented the 
wheel, the sail and 
money.

bitumen tar, as 
used on modern 
road surfaces

colonies countries 
or regions taken 
over and controlled 
by another state
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Rulers and laws
Civilisation created the need for leaders who had power over large numbers of people. Sumer is 
our earliest example. It was made up of several city-states (states consisting of a walled city that 
ruled over surrounding towns, villages, farms and grazing land). Each city-state had its own ruler, 
called an Ensi, who was said to have been chosen by the gods. It is likely that the Ensi were at 
fi rst elected by assemblies of free citizens to lead them in battle. Over time these rulers came to 
inherit their power and some ruled over several cities. Th e title Lugal was given to such a ruler. 
Th e ruler had the power to make laws for his people (see Source 4). Inscriptions of Urukagina, 
the Ensi of the Sumerian city of Lagash, suggest that by 2400 BCE it was common for rulers to 
record their laws.

Source 3 A stone stamp seal carved with a procession 
of animals, perhaps gazelles. It was probably made in Syria 
between 4000 and 3000 BCE. Early traders used seals to 
make impressions in wet clay to identify their property.

Source 2 A Sumerian cuneiform tablet from Lagash, third 
millennium BCE. Sumerians and Babylonians wrote using 
pictures we call pictograms. Gradually these became simpler 
so that a few lines represented a picture. The writing was done 
on clay tablets, which could be baked in the sun and kept.

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
early river civilisations  early urban civilisations 
mesopotamia — Sumer

ensi ruler of any 
Sumerian city-state

cuneiform writing 
system in which 
lines were drawn as 
wedge-shaped marks

Source 4 From an inscription of Sumerian ruler Urukagina 
listing his legal reforms to protect the poor. The gentry were 
the privileged big landowners. 

An appointed priest may no longer go into the garden of a 
villein and fell a tree or take away the fruits.

If a villein makes a fi sh-pond, no one of the gentry class 
may take away his fi sh.

villein a poor farmer 
who worked the land 
of a big landowner 
and had fewer rights
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2.8.2 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 Which was the fi rst civilisation to use writing?
2 What is the most likely way that Sumerian 

rulers originally gained power?
3 Who made the laws of Sumer?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence 

4 Study Source 2.
a What was cuneiform?
b How was it done?

5 Read Source 4.
a How can you tell that privileged classes 

such as the priests and gentry had much 
more power than the poor?

b What was the intention of this Sumerian 
ruler’s law?

2.8 PuTTing iT All TogeTher 

idenTifying conTinuiTy And chAnge

1 Using the information and sources in this subtopic, describe:
a How the change from hunter-gatherer societies to settled agricultural societies led to much 

wider lifestyle changes
b How new ideas spread.

deTermining hiSToricAl SignificAnce

2 Explain why the development of writing has great signifi cance for historians.

2.9 Society and culture
2.9.1 Social classes
Civilisation changed societies. But some people gained much more than others from the 
changes. What diff erences were there in wealth and infl uence? What were the roles of religion, 
festivals, music and the family? As in the previous subtopic, we will use Sumer as our example.
Officials and nobles
Nobles (aristocracy or gentry) formed a ruling class below the Ensi. Nobles had many privileges 
and owned large estates that were worked by slaves and landless free citizens. In Sumerian 
religious beliefs, each city-state belonged to its main god. Some of the city’s land was owned 
by the temple on behalf of the god. Offi  cials administered temple lands on behalf of the Ensi. 

Source 1 An artist’s impression of a Sumerian ziggurat. The temples were places of 
worship but were also charged with taking care of the families of men who had died.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

did you knoW?

Until the late 
nineteenth century 
the modern world 
knew almost 
nothing about 
ancient Sumer. It 
really was a lost 
civilisation. When 
archaeologists 
fi rst began digging 
in Mesopotamia 
they were not even 
looking for evidence 
of the Sumerians. 
Instead they were 
searching for traces 
of the Assyrians, 
whose civilisation 
came much later 
than Sumer. In the 
1920s Sir Leonard 
Wooley found the 
tombs of some 
powerful Sumerians 
of the ancient city 
of Ur. What the 
archaeologists 
found told them 
they had unearthed 
a great ancient 
civilisation. Since 
then many other 
archaeological digs 
have unearthed 
further traces of 
Sumer.
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As rulers became more powerful, more tax collectors and scribes were needed. Like the rulers, 
these offi  cials gained power and wealth. As Source 2 shows, some Sumerians resented the wealth 
and power that certain classes gained at the expense of others.

Free citizens and slaves
Many free citizens farmed land of their own. Others 
worked on the estates of the nobles. Some worked at 
skilled crafts or were employed in the temple or the palace. 
Th ere were merchants, boatmen, carpenters, potters and 
jewellers.

Slaves were the property of temples or palaces and of 
the owners of rich estates. Th ey could be branded and 
fl ogged if they tried to escape. People became slaves 
by being taken prisoner in war, as a punishment for 
committing a crime or by being sold by their families. 
Slaves had some rights under Sumerian laws, including the 
right to buy their freedom.

2.9.1 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 List the different social classes of ancient Sumer in order of their wealth and power.
2 According to ancient Sumerian religious beliefs, who owned the land of a city-state?
3 How could people become slaves and how could they gain their freedom?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence 

4 Source 1 depicts a ziggurat (Sumerian temple). Why would the priests and offi cials who 
administered the temples have become very powerful?

5 Read Source 2.
a What does the hymn call on the goddess Nanshe to do?
b How does this hymn provide evidence of inequality?
c What does it appear to tell us about moral ideas in Sumer?

2.9.2 Everyday life 
The Sumerian family
In Sumerian families, marriages were arranged by parents and women had less power than men. 
If her husband died, a woman could share his property with their children. But if a couple were 
unable to have children, the woman was blamed and her husband could divorce her. In ordinary 
Sumerian families, sons probably worked alongside their father from an early age while girls 
helped their mother.

Temples, houses, music and festivals
All Sumerian buildings were made of mud bricks because mud was the only building material 
that was plentiful. Most houses were small, single-storey buildings with rooms surrounding a 
courtyard. Th e grandest building in each city was the main temple, which developed over time 
into a huge, stepped tower called a ziggurat, as shown in Source 1. Music was important in 
Sumer. Sumerians played harps, lyres, drums, tambourines and pipes. Poetry and singing were 
taught in schools. Hymns were sung and played for the gods in the temples and the kings in 
their palaces.

Religious festivals were also important. One of the main festivals in each city was held at the 
beginning of the year to ensure good harvests for the year ahead. Th e king climbed to the top 
of the city’s temple to take part in a ceremony of marriage to a priestess representing the fertility 
goddess Inanna.

Sumerian gods
Sumer had hundreds of gods and goddesses. Sumerian people believed that these gods had been 
created out of clay. Th ere were Sumerian stories in which gods and goddesses behaved just like 
humans. Th ey ate, drank, loved and fought just as people did.

scribe citizen who 
could read and write 
and was trained to 
keep records

[Nanshe] knows the orphan .  .  .  knows the widow,
Knows the oppression of man over man .  .  .
  .  .  .
To set up a place of destruction for the mighty,
To turn over the mighty to the weak .  .  .
Nanshe searches the heart of the people.

Source 2 From a hymn to Nanshe, a goddess of the 
Sumerian city of Lagash. In this hymn, Nanshe is seen as 
supporting the poor against the rich.

did you knoW?

In ancient Sumer, 
children were 
the property of 
their parents. A 
father could sell 
his children into 
slavery if they 
displeased him. 
However, there 
are Sumerian 
stories expressing 
parents’ love for 
their children.UNCORRECTED P
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Source 3 Bronze statues of ancient Sumerians

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
mesopotamia — Sumer

2.9.2 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 Who had the most and the least power in 
families?

2 What roles did music and religion play in 
peoples’ everyday lives?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence 

3 Using Source 3 as your evidence, describe 
the appearance and clothes of Sumerian 
men, women and children. 

2.9 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

AnAlySing cAuSe And effecT

1 Explain why ‘civilisation’ had the effect of 
increasing inequality.

deTermining hiSToricAl SignificAnce

2 Using information and sources from this 
subtopic and the previous subtopic, explain 
why the legacy of Sumer was signifi cant for 
the ancient world.

2.10 Civilisations and empires 
in North Africa, western Asia 
and Europe
2.10.1 The rise and fall of empires
Th e new way of life based on farming faced hazards such as windstorms and locust plagues that 
could destroy entire crops. Th e rivers too held dangers. In Sumer, where almost no rain fell, 
the rivers needed to be fed by regular rainfall in the far-off  mountains. Too much rain brought 
destructive fl oods; too little caused drought and famine. But the worst danger in ancient times 
was the frequent threat of war as empires rose and fell.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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B Egypt
The longest civilisation in North Africa began when 
Egypt was � rst united around 3100 BCE. This 
great kingdom experienced many periods of war. 
During the New Kingdom (c. 1550–1069 BCE) 
Egypt fought to drive out invaders. During the period 
from around 1069 to 332 BCE Egypt fell under the 
rule of Libyans, Nubians, Assyrians and Persians 
(see topic 4).

D  Akkadians, Elamites and Babylonians
Around 2400 BCE Akkad (north of Sumer) conquered 
the Sumerian cities. When the Akkadian Empire 
fell about 200 years later, the Sumerian city of Ur 
dominated Sumer. Around 2000 BCE the Elamites 
(from Iran) conquered Sumer. Other peoples moved 
into Mesopotamia, occupying Akkad and other cities. 
Around 1800 BCE, King Hammurabi defeated these 
groups and founded a Mesopotamian empire based 
on the city of Babylon.

E The Hittite Empire
The Hittites, skilled warriors and charioteers, came from 
Anatolia (Turkey), where they had a capital called Hattusa. 
In 1595 BCE they invaded Mesopotamia and destroyed 
Babylon. In the thirteenth century BCE the great Egyptian 
pharaoh Rameses II tried and failed to defeat them. 
However, around 1000 BCE the Hittites were swallowed 
up by the Assyrian Empire.

F The Phoenicians
The Phoenicians were great seafarers who lived in what 
is now Lebanon. They traded with Egypt and Greece, 
and around 1000 BCE they founded colonies along the 
coasts of Africa, Sicily and Spain.

H The Persian Empire
Between 560 and 330 BCE, Persia (modern Iran) 
created a huge empire that spread from Egypt to 
India. Babylon had again become a great centre of 
power under King Nebuchadnezzar (c. 605–560 BCE), 
but soon after his death the Persians conquered 
the city.

A Sumer
Sumerian civilisation emerged around 3500 BCE. 
Although later overrun by other powers, it had a lasting 
in� uence throughout Mesopotamia and beyond.

SOURCE 1 A Sumerian 
clay tablet from about 
3100–3000 BCE recording 
the allocation of beer

C Crete and Greece
From around 3000 BCE, the Minoans built a 
civilisation on the island of Crete, south of Greece. 
This peaceful civilisation disappeared when Crete 
was overtaken by the warlike Mycenaeans from the 
Greek mainland by about 1375 BCE. From around 
750 BCE, Greek city-states set up colonies around 
the Mediterranean and Black seas. In the late � fth 
century BCE, the Greeks defeated an invading army 
of the mighty Persian Empire. Greece 
was later conquered by Macedonia 
in 336 BCE and then by Rome in 
146 BCE (see topic 5).

SOURCE 2 Ancient Greek 
pottery from 2800–2300 BCE. 
It was found in Syros, Greece.

I The Roman Empire
By 272 BCE, the city of Rome dominated Italy. 
By 180 CE, the Roman Empire had become the 
greatest empire of ancient times, controlling much of 
Europe, North Africa and the Middle East. The Roman 
Empire � nally fell to invaders in the � fth century CE 
(see topic 6).

SOURCE 4 Sculpture 
from the tomb of a 
wealthy Roman citizen 
who died in the � rst 
century CE

G The Assyrians
The Assyrians were from Assur (north of Mesopotamia). 
Their highly disciplined infantry had the advantage 
of iron weapons and they had squads of archers and 
chariots. They created a powerful empire from around 
883 BCE. The Assyrians killed, tortured or enslaved 
people who rebelled and moved whole populations to 
prevent rebellion. They collected taxes from conquered 
subjects and forced them to work as slaves or to � ght 
in the Assyrian army. However, in 612 BCE, armies of 
Babylonians, Chaldeans and Medes destroyed the 
Assyrian Empire.

SOURCE 3 An Assyrian 
wall panel from the eighth 
century BCE, showing 
Assyrian forces attacking 
a city with a battering ram
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Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
early urban civilisations  mesopotamia — Babylon  Persian empire
mesopotamia — Assyria  cities of the near east  

2.10.1 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 Why would war have been a great hazard for people in ancient times?
2 Which civilisation lasted longest in North Africa?
3 Name two groups of people who invaded Mesopotamia in ancient times.
4 Why would the Assyrians’ iron weapons have given them a big advantage over opponents such as 

Egypt, who still used bronze weapons?
5 What ancient empire was based in Iran?
6 For around how many centuries did the Roman Empire exist?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

7 Working in small groups, brainstorm to design and sketch devices that could be used to stop the 
Assyrian battering rams shown in Source 3.

2.10 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence 

1 Make a list of questions that historians could 
ask about any three of the sources in this 
subtopic.

idenTifying conTinuiTy And chAnge

2 Among all of the changes described in this 
subtopic, what development can you identify 
as having continuity?

2.11 Civilisations in South and 
East Asia
2.11.1 Ancient China
Humans spread from Africa through Asia, reaching China around 75  000 years ago. When and 
where did civilisations emerge there? We will focus on ancient India and China because it is in 
these regions that eastern civilisation fi rst arose. Elsewhere in South Asia, South-East Asia and 
Japan, civilisations emerged much later.

A site called Spirit Cave, in Th ailand (South-East Asia), provides some evidence of farming in 
Asia around 9000 BCE. Th e earliest evidence of farming in China comes from Taiwan and dates to 
about 6000 BCE. Elsewhere in China, farming settlements have been found dating back to around 
4000 BCE. Chinese legend tells of a folk hero called the Yellow Emperor who founded Chinese 
civilisation. His dynasty, called the Xia, is said to have ruled from around 2100 to 1600 BCE. 
However, we have no real evidence that it actually existed. What we can be certain about is that 
Chinese civilisation developed around the Huang River (Yellow River) and the Yangtze River. Th e 
fertile soils of these river valleys were what made a farming civilisation possible.

Early Chinese dynasties
Th e second Chinese dynasty, the Shang, also seemed to be a myth until archaeologists found 
supporting evidence in 1928. Th e fi nds included written inscriptions on bones. Th e Shang ruled 
from 1600 to 1046 BCE so we know that writing existed in China from at least that time. Shang 
rulers also built cities. At one city, Anyang, skeletal remains of victims of human sacrifi ce were 
found. Th e Shang rulers took sacrifi cial victims with them to the grave.

In 1046 BCE the Shang dynasty fell to a people called the Zhou. Around 500 BCE, under this 
dynasty, iron replaced bronze as the main metal for making weapons and the tools that would 
help increase farm productivity. Th is change was signifi cant because iron was harder and therefore 
more effi  cient.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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China became a unifi ed nation with 
the arrival of the Qin (pronounced chin) 
dynasty in the third century BCE. Th e 
Qin united China after a destructive 
period called the Warring States period, 
when rival rulers fought one another 
for power. Th e short-lived Qin dynasty 
was followed by the Han dynasty. Th e 
Han ruled China for most of the period 
from 206 BCE to 220 CE.

Ancient China and the 
outside world
Th roughout this period the Chinese 
believed the lands beyond their 
own to be savage places that lacked 
China’s order and learning and were 
populated by ‘barbarians’. China was 
surrounded by natural barriers that 
made contact diffi  cult: the sea to the 
east, deserts to the north and the west, 
rainforests in the south and the great 
Himalayan mountain range in the 
south-west. Th e only contact between 
China and western Asia was opened 
in the fi rst century BCE. It was made 
possible by a series of trading routes 
called the ‘Silk Road’ (see topic 7 
Ancient China).

In the ninth year of the Yen-Hi period [166 CE] in the reign of Emperor Huan, king An-tun [the Roman 
emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus] of Ta-ch’in [the Roman Empire] sent an embassy. From the 
frontier of Jih-nan [in part of Vietnam controlled by China at that time] this [embassy] offered ivory, 
rhinoceros horn and tortoiseshell; from that time began direct trade relations with this country — but 
their tribute contained no jewels whatever.

Source 2 From the ancient Chinese annals Hou Hanshu

2.11.1 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 For how long have humans lived in China?
2 How do we know that under China’s Shang 

dynasty people were sacrifi ced to be buried 
with their rulers?

3 Why was the introduction of iron a signifi cant 
change in ancient China?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

4 What evidence does Source 2 provide of 
China’s foreign trade relations?

5 Source 2 describes the gifts from the 
Roman emperor as tribute. This means 
money or goods paid by a ruler to a higher 
ruler. What does this tell us about the way 
the Chinese rulers regarded their relationship 
with Rome?

2.11.2 Ancient India
Civilisation arose even earlier on the Indian subcontinent. Th e fi rst Indian civilisation was 
founded in the Indus River Valley, in what is now Pakistan, around 3000 BCE. Its growth was 
made possible by the plentiful water and fertile soils of the Indus Valley. Its earliest cities were 
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Source 1 A map of South and East Asia showing capital cities

tribute riches given by 
a state to acknowledge 
submission to another 
state or ruler

subcontinent large 
section of a continent 
(e.g. the Indian 
subcontinent)
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built around 2500 BCE and there is evidence of trade with Sumer. By 1600 BCE these cities had 
been abandoned. Remarkably, traces of the Indus Valley civilisation were fi rst dug up only in the 
1920s. Th e oldest examples of Indian writing come from this civilisation.

Around the time that this fi rst civilisation collapsed, nomadic warriors called Aryans invaded 
India. Th e country did not become a unifi ed state until the Mauryan Empire was established in 
304 BCE. But long before that event two great world religions, Hinduism and Buddhism, arose 
in India (see topic 8 Ancient India).

Source 3 A scene from The Mahabharata, an Indian Hindu epic poem composed in 220 BCE

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
early urban civilisations

2.11.2 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 On which river was the oldest Indian 
civilisation founded?

2 In what decade did archaeologists begin 
excavating the cities of this civilisation?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

3 Decide on three questions a historian could 
ask about Source 3 to use it as evidence for 
a study of ancient India.

2.11 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

idenTifying conTinuiTy And chAnge

1 Briefl y describe the broad patterns of change 
in China and India between about 4000 BCE 
and 220 CE.

deTermining hiSToricAl SignificAnce

2 Using Source 1, explain the signifi cance of 
rivers for the development of civilisations in 
China and the Indian subcontinent.
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2.12 Ancient American civilisations
2.12.1 Human migration within the Americas
North and South America were the last inhabitable continents to be reached by humans. 
Th e accepted theory is that during the last Ice Age people crossed over a land bridge from Asia 
into North America where the Bering Strait now exists (see Source 1). At that time, sea 
levels were much lower than they are today. Th ey could therefore have walked across from 
one continent to the other. Ancient civilisations arose in parts of the Americas from around 
1800 BCE, but there are many gaps in our evidence for them.
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Source 1 Probable routes taken by the fi rst humans to America during the last Ice 
Age. The land bridge between Asia and America is now under the sea.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
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We know that humans had reached the far south of South America by at least 10  500 BCE, 
because in 1997, near Monte Verde in southern Chile, archaeologists found an ancient campsite. 
Here was evidence of people having gathered fruit, edible seaweed, potatoes, grasses, mushrooms 
and shellfi sh. Th ese people had lived in animal-hide shelters and hunted now extinct animals. 
Th e archaeologists even found the human waste of these prehistoric Americans. Radiocarbon 
testing was used to estimate the age of these materials.

Until 1997 the oldest evidence of humans in the Americas was a stone spear found near Clovis 
in Mexico. Th is was dug up in the 1930s, and is believed to date from 9200 BCE. What makes 
the fi nd at Monte Verde in Chile remarkable is that it is in the far south. Migration from the far 
north to South America would have taken thousands of years.

Hunter-gatherers and farmers
Th e Monte Verde people were hunter-gatherers and, like all American cultures, used stone weapons 
and tools. Even the cultures that built cities, used gold and silver to make ornaments, and used 
writing for communication (from around 300 CE) still used stone weapons and tools. Th e earliest 
evidence of farming in the Americas is from a cave in the Tihuacan Valley in Mexico. Samples of 
domesticated corn found in the cave are similar to ancient wild corn. Scientists have dated the corn 
samples at 2700 BCE, and this probably marks the beginning of agriculture in America.

2.12.1 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 Approximately how long have people lived in 
the Americas?

2 How long ago did farming develop in the 
Americas?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

3 Using the scale in Source 1, calculate the 
distance people would have travelled when 
migrating from Siberia to Central America.

2.12.2 From the Olmec to the Maya
Most American peoples continued to live by hunting and gathering and by small-scale farming, 
but some developed more complex societies. Th e earliest civilisation in the Americas, the Olmec, 
fl ourished in Mexico between around 1800 and 400 BCE. From around 800 to 200 BCE 
another civilisation that we call the Chavin fl ourished in Peru.

Source 2 One of several giant stone heads carved by people of the Olmec civilisation in 
Mexico about 3000 years ago.
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In Central America, in what are now the nations of Honduras and Guatemala, the civilisation 
of the Maya fl ourished from about 300 to 900 CE. Th is civilisation was based on farming, which 
produced a surplus to provide for its rulers and priests. Th e Maya built cities with huge stone 
temples and palaces. Th ese buildings were decorated with carvings and pictures. Th eir priests 
created a mathematical system that used the number zero and counted in twenties. Th ey studied 
the stars and created a calendar. It is possible that the collapse of their civilisation came about 
after Mayan peasants revolted against their rulers. New Mayan cities were built, but around 
975 CE they were conquered by a younger American civilisation — the Toltecs of Mexico.

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
mayan and Toltecs empire

2.12.2 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 When and where did the Olmec civilisation develop?
2 Describe the signifi cant achievements of the Maya.

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

3 Look closely at Source 2. It is over three metres high.
a Why would it be almost impossible for a hunter-gatherer society to produce such an object?
b Suggest reasons why the Olmec made such objects.

2.12 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

idenTifying conTinuiTy And chAnge

1 What similarities and differences can you 
recognise between the emergence of 
civilisations in Europe, Asia and Africa and 
such developments in the Americas?

deTermining hiSToricAl SignificAnce

2 Explain why the discoveries at Monte Verde 
are considered to have great historical 
signifi cance.

2.13 The ancient birth of modern 
religions and philosophies
2.13.1 Religions and philosophies that developed in South and 
East Asia
In ancient times people held many religious beliefs. Most of those beliefs, such as worshipping 
the sun, have disappeared over time. Today there are fi ve religious faiths that have had such 
widespread infl uence or so many followers that they are considered to be major world religions. 
Th ey are Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam. Each was established during or 
very soon after ancient times. In East Asia their infl uence has been matched by Confucianism. 
It too originated in ancient times, but it is a philosophy rather than a religion. 

Hinduism
Hinduism is the oldest of the major world religions. It appears to have originated in western Asia, 
reaching India around 1600 BCE. Th e fi rst Hindu books, called the Vedas, come from this time. 
Today Hinduism is followed by about 80 per cent of the people of modern India; it is the third 
most popular religion in the world.

Followers of Hinduism are called Hindus. Th ey believe in many gods including a universal 
spirit, called Brahma. Th ey also believe in reincarnation. Hindus believe that a person’s current 
life will determine what form their next life will take. As set out in a series of books called the 
Upanishads, composed from the ninth to the fi fth centuries BCE, the Hindu faith holds that a 
soul exists in each living thing. Cows are particularly sacred, so Hindus do not eat beef. 

philosophy study 
of the causes and 
meanings of things

reincarnation the 
process of being reborn 
over and over again 
in another human 
or animal body
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Source 1 Statues of guardian giants at a Buddhist temple in Bangkok, Thailand. These 
mythical creatures come from the Ramayana, an ancient Hindu epic.

Buddhism
Buddhism was founded by a Hindu prince called Siddhartha Gautama in the sixth century 
BCE in what is now the country of Nepal. After observing the human suff ering around him, 
he decided to abandon his privileged life and seek truth. According to legend, he fi rst spent 
years as a hermit and then set out to teach people what he called the Four Noble Truths. At this 
time people began calling him the Buddha, which means ‘the Enlightened One’. Followers of 
Buddhism came to be called Buddhists.

Source 2 Detail of a gigantic reclining Buddha fi gure in Thailand. It is covered in gold.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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The Four Noble Truths are:
 • All people suffer pain.
 • People suffer because they keep being born and reborn, and pain continues.
 • Pain is caused by the desire, or craving, for things.
 • To overcome desire, a person must follow the Eightfold Path.

The Eightfold Path includes knowing truth, resisting evil, serving others and meditation. The 
Buddha taught that through this path a person could achieve nirvana, a state in which the soul 
would cease to exist as it comes into harmony with the universe.

Buddhism later lost much of its influence in India but it spread throughout most of Asia, 
including Sri Lanka, China, Japan, Tibet, Bhutan, Korea and mainland South-East Asia. Today it 
is the state religion in Thailand and Cambodia.

Confucianism 
Confucianism has had an enormous influence, particularly in China and Vietnam. Confucius 
(K’ung Fu-tse) lived in China from 551 to 479 BCE in a period of ongoing destructive wars. He 
was not concerned with religion, but rather with making a better society. He taught ideas about 
life and government to solve the problems of his age. During his lifetime Confucius had little 
success in influencing rulers but he gained disciples who went on to have great influence.

Confucius’s sayings were recorded in a book called Lun-yu (The Analects). He taught the ideals 
of family obligations, that govern ment should exist for the people’s welfare and that people would 
follow the example of a good ruler. Confucius’s ideas were to influence Chinese thought right up 
to modern times.

2.13.1 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 Which religion that originated in southern 
Asia has many gods?

2 Which religion is the main faith in many 
countries but not in the country where it began?

3 Why has Confucianism been very influential 
even though it is not a religion?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

4 How does Source 1 provide evidence that 
Hindu ideas have influenced the cultures of 
Buddhist countries?

5 What does Source 2 suggest about the way 
Buddhists regard the Buddha?

2.13.2 Religions that developed in western Asia 
Judaism
Judaism is the religion of the Jewish people throughout the world. According to stories in the Old 
Testament of the Bible, the Hebrew (Jewish) people were enslaved in Egypt for about 300 years 
until a leader called Moses led them to Palestine. On the way he is said to have given them a set 
of laws called the Ten Commandments, which were dictated to him by their god, Yahweh. These 
events have long been debated by scholars, but there is some agreement that the Hebrews could 
have arrived in Palestine around 1100 BCE. Judaism was not a religion that set out to convert 
other peoples. However, it was to have an enormous influence on two later religions — Christianity 
and Islam. 

Common features of Judaism, Christianity and Islam
All these three religions believe in one God. They share many beliefs and some of the same sacred 
texts. Judaism has the Torah. Christianity has the Bible. Islam has the Qur’an. All three religions 
believe that God must be obeyed. Each religion sets out guidelines for their followers to live good 
lives. Each holds that God will judge people according to how they live their lives and that there 
is a ‘heaven’ where good people live with God in an afterlife. 

Christianity
The Christian religion arose in Palestine (then part of the Roman Empire) in the first century 
CE. Christianity was based on the teachings of Jesus Christ, a Jew whose followers preached 
that he was the son of God. Jesus taught his followers that through faith people could receive 
forgiveness for sins and gain eternal life. Because they saw him as a threat to their power, 
Jewish religious leaders had Jesus arrested, condemned and crucified by the Romans.

meditation exercising 
the mind through 
contemplation

eternal life living 
forever

crucified killed by 
crucifixion, an ancient 
form of execution in 
which the victim was 
tied or nailed to a pole 
or (as was Jesus) a 
cross and left to die 
slowly in agony
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Th e followers of Jesus came to be called Christians. Th ey spread his teachings but the Romans 
saw the new religion as a threat because Christians refused to worship the Roman emperor. Roman 
persecution of Christians ended in 313 CE when Emperor Constantine made Christianity legal. 
It became the state religion of the Roman Empire in 391 CE and became the religion of nearly all 
people in Europe over the following centuries. Today Christianity is the main religion in Europe, 
North and South America, parts of Africa, Australia and some parts of Asia.

Source 3 Jewish worshipers at the Western Wall of the ancient Hebrew temple in Jerusalem

Source 4 Saint Mark’s Cathedral in Venice, Italy
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Islam
Islam was founded by the prophet Mohammed, who was born about 570 CE in Mecca, 
in Arabia, where people worshipped many gods and made sacrifi ces to idols. Mohammed 
believed that he had received revelations from an angel. He called on the people of Mecca 
to worship the ‘one true God’, known in Arabic as Allah. Islam means ‘submission’ to the 
will of Allah. 

Many people in Mecca accepted Mohammed’s teaching and became Muslims (Arabic 
for those who had ‘surrendered’ to Allah). Th ey suff ered persecution until Mohammed left 
Mecca and fl ed to Medina in 622. Th e year of this migration, called the Hejira in Arabic, 
is the date from which the Muslim calendar begins. Th e Muslims won several battles against 
their opponents. By 630 Mohammed had returned to Mecca, which became the centre 
of Islam. 

After Mohammed’s death, his revelations were written down as the Qur’an. Th is sacred text 
includes teachings on religious, social and political issues. Between 632 and 732 Islam spread 
across the Middle East and North Africa into Persia, parts of India and southern Spain. In the 
following centuries it spread through Central Asia and parts of South-East Asia. Islam is now the 
world’s second most popular religion with more than one and a half billion followers. Th e world’s 
largest Islamic country is Indonesia.

Source 5 Minarets reach to the sky in modern Istanbul in Turkey. These slender towers are connected to 
mosques (Islamic places of worship) and are used to call Muslims to prayer.

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
monotheistic belief systems  eastern belief systems

prophet a revealer or 
interpreter of God’s will
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2.13.2 Activities 

check your underSTAnding

1 Why do you think followers of Judaism did not try to convert other peoples?
2 What do Judaism, Christianity and Islam share in common?

uSing hiSToricAl SourceS AS evidence

3 Study Source 3. Why do you think the ancient temple wall in Jerusalem is so significant for 
followers of Judaism?

4 What symbol identifies St. Mark’s Cathedral (Source 4) as a Christian church and what does it 
represent?

5 How many minarets can you count in Source 5 and what does this suggest about Islam’s 
importance in modern Turkey?

2.13 PuTTing iT All TogeTher

idenTifying conTinuiTy And chAnge

1 Discuss possible reasons why some religions spread around the world while others remained 
mainly in one area or with one group of people.

AnAlySing cAuSe And effecT

2 Make a timeline to show the order in which each of the major world religions and Confucianism 
were established.

3 Explain where developments within one religion led to the formation of a new religion.

2.14 SkillBuilder: Describing 
broad patterns of change

What are broad patterns of change?

During any period of history, some changes happen quickly and others occur slowly. Some changes 
affect only limited numbers of people while others are widespread. In this topic we have studied 
developments in human societies from early communities (around 60  000 BCE) to later ancient times 
(up to around 650 CE). Over such a long period we would expect significant changes. Broad patterns 
of change are not the kind of changes that might have affected one community, rather, they are 
patterns of change that are extensive and widespread. 

Go to your learnON course 
to access:
• An explanation of the skill 

(Tell me)
• A step-by-step process to 

develop the skill, with an 
example (Show me)

• An activity to allow you 
to practise the skill 
(Let me do it)

• Questions to test your 
application of the skill 
(Applying skills)
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2.15 Review
This fi nal subtopic provides a range of opportunities 
for you to review and respond through:
i revising and checking your historical knowledge
ii demonstrating your ability to apply historical concepts 

and skills.

Go to your learnON course to access:
• A key chronology of events relevant to the topic
• A summary of the key knowledge presented in 

the topic
• A ‘Big Questions’ activity
• A multiple choice topic test
• Short answer or extended writing responses

interactivity
The ancient past before 
farming timeline
Create a visual timeline of 
key events in the ancient 
past before farming.
int-2934
interactivity
The ancient past since 
farming timeline
Create a visual timeline of 
key events in the ancient 
past since farming.
int-2935
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